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Introduction
Pleasure to meet you!



About the Blog
Ø #LuluMeetsWorld began as a 

school project in 2015 to document 
Lulu’s adventures on the Semester at 
Sea student exchange program. 
Since then, it’s become a go-to 
resource for destination guides, 
beauty tips, and fashion inspiration 
for the millennial traveller.



Meet Lulu
Ø Lumen (Lulu) Beltran is a blogger who 

creates international promotional campaigns for 
luxury travel and cosmetics brands in the digital 
space. 

Ø In recent years, Lulu has worked as a stylist, 
makeup artist, and digital marketing associate. 
Her educational background, work experience, 
and involvement in non-profit and student-led 
organizations highlight her affinity for branding 
strategy, visual communication, and event 
planning.



The Readers
Ø 64.3% of blog readers are 

college educated females 
between the ages of 18 – 24 

Ø Majority of #LuluMeetsWorld
traffic is located in India, Canada, 
and the United States through 
mobile devices



Audience Engagement
Ø Over 12,000 Instagram impressions 

weekly with 600 profile views 
Ø 11% average Instagram engagement 

rate per post and 400+ reach per story
Ø 500+ tweet impressions daily with a 

daily average engagement rate of 2.2%
Ø 300+ viewers per Snapchat story

All followers and engagement have been attained organically. 

No bots. No fake profiles. No questionable schemes.

Just real people who genuinely care about what I have to share! 



What can I do for you?

Partnerships



Editorial + Advertorial Posts
Ø Specializing in content creation on the Lulu Meets World blog + guest 

writing in client platforms whenever requested 
Ø Written articles with a focus on travel tips, beauty discoveries, and style 

musings which cater to an international audience
Ø High resolution photos (shared property) with minimum 500 word 

blog post amplified across various social media platforms and via email 
newsletter

Ø Lifestyle clients include:

How Taste Case Keeps Me Healthy On-the-Go!How to Transfer Money Internationally 
(Without the Headache!) 



Client Testimonial

“We met Lulu at a Pop-Up event at one of our partner office locations and it was great to have her 
offer to review our monthly subscription box - the Taste Case. Lulu's review went above and beyond 
what we expected and provided a lot more relevant insight than we have got from most of our food 
blogger associations. The post provided an easy introduction to the Taste Case concept catered to 

any audience looking to eat healthier - and did so with humor and relatable insight into every 
product of the June Taste Case. In addition to describing the health benefits of each product, Lulu 

was able to instill with authenticity the relevance of the initiative to anyone reading. I would 
strongly recommend Lulu to anyone looking to showcase their concept to a large audience while 

keeping it real.”

- Anirban Poddar, Founder & CEO



Social Media Amplification
Ø Creating visuals featuring your products on various 

social media channels 
Ø Instagram photo posts, Instagram and Snapchat  

stories, Twitter collages, and Facebook vlogs to be 
tagged with appropriate handles and hashtags 
provided by the client

Ø Indian fashion clients include: 

NIDHI MUNIM

CHANNELS

ZEPHYRR

@lumenbeltran

@lumenbeltran

@illumenati

@lulumeetsworld
LABEL PRERNA MEHRA 



N I D H I  M U N I M  Z E P H Y R R L A B E L  P R E R N A  M E H R A

P E R S O N A L  H A N D L E  C A M P A I G N  E X A M P L E S  | |  @ L U M E N B E LT R A N



CO L O R B A R  CO S M E T I C S

B R A N D  H A N D L E  C A M P A I G N  E X A M P L E S  | |  @ L OV E CO L O R B A R



Social Media Packages
GOLD PLATINUM CUSTOM

Ø 3 Instagram posts
Ø 2 Instagram stories
Ø 2 tweets (includes 

photo/video)
Ø 1 Facebook vlog
Ø Unlimited Snapchat 

coverage

Customized to best suit 
your needs and 
requirements. We will 
tailor your package based 
on your business goals 
and budget. 

Ø 1 Instagram post
Ø 1 Instagram story
Ø 1 tweets (includes 

photo/video)
Ø 2 Snapchat stories

$250 CAD $400 CAD Let’s chat!



Client Testimonial

“We thank Lulu from the bottom of our heart for doing such an outstanding job in promoting our 
new collection. We made the best choice of collaborating with Lulu- a millennial influencer 

herself to spread a word about our new collection The Routine Project- Version 1.0 targeted to the 
Generation Z audience and we think she took over the job with utmost sincerity and dedication. 
We were nothing but delighted and satisfied with her impeccable creation of content for us in 

terms of social media as well as blog posts. She effortlessly managed to deliver best content and 
exposure for our collection. We definitely look forward for more such collaborations with her and 

heartily recommend her to anyone looking for professionalism and seamless efficiency in 
promoting businesses.”

- Shirin Shah, CEO



Client Testimonial

“Lulu is a fabulous make up artist. I first saw her passion for make up while away at study 
abroad with her two years ago. She is talented, creative and always yearning to learn more. I 
started working for Colorbar Cosmetics and felt Lulu would be a great resource to work with. 

Lulu did a fabulous collaboration with Colorbar. She brought out a whole new aesthetic to our 
products. We have never been more enamoured by a make up artist than we were with her. She 
created an array of beautiful looks including Halloween make up that looked surreal. Working 

with Lulu is always a pleasure, she is brilliant and we would love to continue working with her.”

– Jayati Modi, Creative Director



Consulting
Ø Executing branding strategies for the fashionable millennial niche 
Ø Conceptualizing and creating digital marketing collateral such as still 

visuals, video tutorials, Facebook LIVE sessions and more when required
Ø Providing social media audits using analytics tools such as Iconosquare, 

Unmetric, HootSuite, and Google Analytics
Ø Rate: $100 CAD per individual session
Ø Previous clients include:

Bollywood and fashion authority (India) Restaurant chain (Canada)



Client Testimonial

“After quickly grasping our company goals for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, and 
YouTube, Lulu immediately presented an intensive plan to achieve our targets. Lulu’s 

implemented social media strategies (including the integration of uniform elements across all 
social media channels) improved our branding and enabled us to meet (and even surpass) our 

targets. With Lulu’s help, we covered Facebook LIVE sessions, celebrity appearances at a number 
of prestigious award shows, and fashion collection launches extensively and with integrity. The 
Social Media Guidelines that Lulu created are still used by the company today. In addition, her 

aptitude for art direction was instrumental in creating visually appealing flat-lays for the 
promotion of our first ever Beauty Awards. ”

- Meriam Ahari, Fashion and Beauty Director



Video Production
Ø Filming and editing videos to share on social media profiles
Ø Providing campaign evaluation detailing views, impressions, reach, and 

other metrics
Ø Rate: $500 CAD per 5 minute video
Ø Canadian clients include:

Not-for-profit student organization Natural supplement retailer



Client Testimonial

“Lulu was a participant in the AIESEC program, the world’s largest youth-led organization with a mission 
to develop leaders through global experiences. Through AIESEC, she completed two digital marketing 
internships in the fashion, entertainment, and media industries in the span of nine months. Since she 

had previously created promotional articles for us on her travel blog, we requested a video to summarize 
her experience to use in our marketing campaigns. I am thrilled with the final product as it brought her 

whole experience with working and traveling with locals to life in 6 minutes. It will be showcased to 
students in University of Calgary in our promotional events. She exceptionally captured her interactions 
with locals in Mumbai, told her travel stories throughout India in an easy, digestible way, and delivered 
the final product in a timely manner. Lulu captivated our student audiences with her creative direction, 

using appropriate audio selections, transitions, and visual aids to communicate the highlights of her 
journey in India. Without reservation, I would recommend Lulu and the Lulu Meets World team to 

anyone who is looking for video content designed to create a demand for unique travel experiences and 
increased brand recognition.”

– Leann Leung, Vice President of Outgoing Exchange Global Entrepreneur and Talent



I can’t wait to work with you!

Email: info@lulumeetsworld.com
Mobile: +1 (403) 708-0847

www.lulumeetsworld.com

Thank you


